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Once associated with sailors and street gangs, tattoos have now entered the mainstream.

Whenever we see a fabulous tattoo on someone passing by in the street, we want to stop and stare.

We are fascinated not only by the color and beauty of the tattoos, but also by their permanence--a

lifelong commitment to body art.Packed with more than 170 unique tattoo designs, this coloring

book offers you the chance to get up close and personal with many different types of tattoo without

having to take that major step of committing to the needle. From tribal patterns to floral designs, the

images have been chosen to inspire you to produce your own unique designs. The intricate

drawings will awaken your inner artist and keep you happily occupied for hours.
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352 pages! Wow. This price is one of the best values out there. While not the ultra-detailed art of the

most popular books, this collection makes up for it in variety. Roses? Check. Skulls? Check.

Fairies? Check. Tribal? Check. In fact stream punk, geometrics, portraits, flowers, mythology, and

more! The art is basic line style without shading or fussy details, but certainly not a child's book. So

far I have not found anything above a PG-13 rating (the ladies are endowed by not spilling out of

their costumes, etc.). Some pages have multiple images. Some are like the cover with tight

groupings. Most are fairly typical for basic tattoo art.Rejoice! The pages are single sided!And while

the paper is not heavy it has enough weight to be mixed media ready.These images are great with



colored pencils, gel pens, some water based markers, and even light watercolors. Always test first

(that's what the pros do). Mixing it up works, too, just make sure each layer is dry first.Sharpies,

Copics, as well as other oil based markers will go through the page and mare the reverse side. This

isn't all bad as long as you plan accordingly and use a slip sheet since some will bleed through

multiple pages. When in doubt, copy onto quality card stock first.I do a lot of collage in my art

journals and this book is perfect. I can color to match a theme and my other supplies, then cut the

images out. You can avoid fussy cutting right on the outlines if you take the time to integrate colors

into the background on the page.I especially like that I can put as much or as little coloring time as I

want with this book and still have a finished image. Art like the Enchanted Forest and all the

mandalas require tons of detail with no way to cheat. Here it can be all about shading and blending

if you want, or not.This coloring book is perfect for you if you want a huge variety of things to color,

love to play around with different supplies, and don't want all those annoying details in the best

sellers. If you want you can checkout some of the YouTube and blogs... or not! This book is a great

buy!Update: picked up some Pitt Big Brush Pens and they do not bleed onto the next page! Wow.

Check them out if you like markers but not the mess.

Nice pictures printed one sided and on good heavy paper. However I bought it thinking I could use it

to design new Tattoo's for myself and it isn't really any good for that. Probably going back as it's too

nice to waste.

I've already fallen in love with this book I will be having a lot of fun coloring some of the different

images in there

This is the most uninteresting coloring book I've ever opened. I keep trying to find an image to color

but they are all overly simple, repetitive, and badly drawn. If you enjoy coloring Polynesian tribal and

100s of wings this book is for you, but if that isn't your thing skip this book. I've had it for months and

I have only colored 3 images. It will probably end up in the trash soon.

Gift for husband. He loves it, when coloring in it he shuts everything else out because he is so

focused

My son and I absolutely love the artwork throughout the whole book. A variety of simple and more

detailed work...
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